Effect of the 1BL.1RS translocation on the wheat endosperm, as revealed by proteomic analysis.
The introduction of the 1RS chromosome of rye into wheat made wheat more resistant to several pathogens. Today, this resistance has been overcome but the 1BL.1RS translocation remains interesting because of the improved yield and despite the lower rheological properties it produces. Nothing has been reported yet on the impact of rye chromatin introgression on the grain proteome of wheat. The comparison of the 2-DE profiles of 16 doubled haploid lines, with or without the 1BL.1RS translocation, revealed quantitative and qualitative proteic variations in prolamins and other endosperm proteins. Eight spots were found specifically in lines having the 1BL.1RS translocation; 16 other spots disappeared from the same lines. Twelve spots, present in both genotypes, met the criteria for up- or down-regulated spots. In translocated genotypes, a highly overexpressed spot, identified as a gamma-gliadin with nine cysteine residues, suggests that the lack of LMW-GS induced by 1BL.1RS is counterbalanced by an overexpression of a relatively similar prolamin. Moreover, a spot that was absent from 1BL.1RS genotypes was identified as a dimeric alpha-amylase inhibitor. It was considered to be a valuable candidate to explain the sticky dough associated with translocated cultivars.